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Introducing the problemIntroducing the problem
From statics to dynamics

no structural load can really be considered as static
for design purposes, ‘equivalent static” way is used
valid approach 20 or 30 years ago, no longer today:

more slender structures than before
lighter cladding (metal & glass) than brick walls

From actions to interactions
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Bridge/train interactionBridge/train interaction
Railway bridges

usually designed by static analysis
For high speed trains

a dynamic analysis is necessary
risk of resonance phenomena

loss of wheel/rail contact
destabilisation of the ballast
exceeding the stress limits…

TGV on the line Paris-Lyon, short
span bridges showed

cracks and crumbles of concrete
high ballast attrition due to high
accelerations
big track irregularities [Cremona & al, IABMAS, 2004]
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Advanced bridge/vehicleAdvanced bridge/vehicle
interactioninteraction

Coupling 3D vehicle
models with 3D bridge 
models

Detailed modelling of
complex bridge structures
High flexibility in modelling
different types of vehicles
Exact calculation of the
torsional behaviour
Meetings of train on double 
track bridges

[Zacher & al, ADAMS 15, 2000]
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What are coupled systems?What are coupled systems?

Mechanical structures or subsystems coupled:
by linear or non linear properties

vehicular load on the bridge,
stay cable dynamics…

with other physical systems based on different physics
flow-induced vibrations (fluid mechanics)
human-induced vibrations (bio-dynamics)…

Coupled systems always
require to model and to analyse simultaneously the 
different parts of the global problem.
require a specific stability analysis
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Mathematical and physical Mathematical and physical 
understandingunderstanding

Mathematical point of view:
the two coupled problems are identical
they consist in solving coupled partial differential equations.

Physical point of view:
requires knowledge on physical aspects far beyond the classical 
corpus of structural dynamics.

fluid dynamics, biological dynamics, thermodynamics…
Requires an understanding of the physics involved.

Tentative are been made to uncouple the systems and the 
physics:

they give useful and good quality results in some cases,
they are inevitably failing in providing a good understanding of the 
physical phenomena involved in the global vibration problem.
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Flow induced vibrationsFlow induced vibrations
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Typical flow induced vibrationsTypical flow induced vibrations

External Induced Vibrations (EIE)
mainly occurs when the wind flow is turbulent
induces forces (called buffeting wind effects) which generate a structural 
motion

Motion Induced Vibrations (MIV)
when the structure is moving, it modifies the flow resulting in a 
modification of the wind forces.
coupling can potentially exist between the movement of the structure and 
the flow induced forces (aeroelastic interaction) and can lead to large 
vibrations

Vortex Induced Vibration (VIV)
quasi-periodic flow forces (signature wind effects) are almost independent 
of the body movement when a structure frequency is not close to the 
vortex frequency
vortex frequency depending on the wind speed
coupling phenomenon exists between the vortex shedding and the 
vibrations (lock-in phenomenon)
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Computational Fluid DynamicsComputational Fluid Dynamics

Classical coupling models
linear models
no clear justification
interaction between turbulence, signature and motion 
induced vibrations not properly handled
scale effects between wind tunnel tests and 1:1 sections 
cannot help to understand clearly the impact of some 
designs

scale requirements for Reynolds number

CFD and computer technologies
an alternative way for understanding fluid mechanisms 
around bridge decks
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CFD perspectiveCFD perspective

Navier-Stokes equations
Discrete Vortex Methods

[Amandolese & Cremona, Fluid & Struc., 2005]

[Yang & al, Fluid & Struc., 2008]
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Understanding fluid mechanismsUnderstanding fluid mechanisms

Pressure field decomposition
[Amandolese & Cremona, SIE, 2005]
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RaindRaind--Wind Induced Vibration Wind Induced Vibration 
(RWIV)(RWIV)

Cables of cable-stayed bridges
can experience strong vibrations under
the combined effect of rain and wind

rain-Wind Induced Vibrations
(RWIV)
diameters between 15 to 20 cm
wind speeds between 5 to 15 m/s
for Reynolds numbers close to 105.

Several explanations are usually given:
three-dimensional vortex shedding
(axial and transverse flow)
dry galloping (elliptical shape of an
inclined cable seen by the flow)
wet galloping (presence of water
rivulets along the inclined cable)
rain-wind interaction (wet galloping
with an oscillation of the rivulets)

Dynamics of a film under wind load
with coupling with vortex shedding
(Weber and Bond numbers)

[Lemaitre & al, CR Acad. Sci, 2007]
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Biological induced vibrationsBiological induced vibrations
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Synchronization examples in natureSynchronization examples in nature

1667: Christiaan Huygens’s 
clocks

synchronization of pendulum 
clocks hanging on a wall
synchronized fireflies
applause
…

[Strogatz, Physica, 2000]

[Barabási, Nature, 2000]
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Why does synchronization appear?Why does synchronization appear?

Synchronization of identical oscillators coupled by
phase-minimizing

interaction is obvious
However!!!

biological objects ARE NOT IDENTICAL!
Question

can a group of globally coupled non-identical oscillators
synchronize ?
if yes, under what conditions ?
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Human Synchronized Induced Human Synchronized Induced 
Vibrations (HSIV)Vibrations (HSIV)

Solferino and Millenium footbridges

Pedestrian synchronization: several explanations
direct resonance activated if pedestrian excitation is in resonance
with a mode of vibration,
dynamic interaction based on suitable models of the interaction
between the bridge motion and the pedestrian motion,
internal resonance due to structural nonlinearities giving rise to
internal resonance conditions among different modes of vibration.
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Characteristics of HSIVCharacteristics of HSIV

End of
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[Cremona & Hallak, Int. rep., 2003]

[SETRA/AFGC, Foot. Guidelines, 2006]
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SynchronizationSynchronization

Modification of the walking rhythm
Adjustment of the frequency walking to the footbridge
frequency
Synchronization degree

Poisson distribution (under-estimation)
N synchronized pedestrians:

Fujino: = 0,2
SETRA (France): 0,05 to 0,3
Roberts: proportional to the crowd density and to the square
motion amplitude

Wobbling and synchrony are inseparable
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KuramotoKuramoto modelmodel

N coupled oscillators
Each oscillator tries to behave independently of the others with its 
own frequency and phase, but the coupling terms tend to 
synchronize them

Kuramoto model
One non null stationary solution

Stable if damping (or frequency distribution) is large
Two groups of oscillators (i.e. pedestrians)

Walking frequencies close to the frequency bridge (synchronization)
Walking frequencies far from the frequency footbridge (no 
synchronization) 

Non synchronized pedestrians
Oscillation of their walking phase,

Synchronized pedestrians
Forcing in phase with bridge velocity (Millenium/Solférino)
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BifurcationBifurcation criterioncriterion

Damping condition

Solférino (130-150):

Millenium (160-190) 
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[Cremona, Lecture notes, UBP, 2007]
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Concluding remarks (1/2)Concluding remarks (1/2)

The objective of this keynote is
to show how pregnant are the coupling phenomena for the civil 
engineer
to be aware that new designs enforce the risk of interaction 
problems between physical systems

Human and flow induced vibrations are very symptomatic
difficulty of the physical understanding, modelling and solving.

A lot of other coupled problems…
active tuned mass dampers
soil-structure interactions
cable dynamics …

Experimental vibration analysis
provides also an efficient way to get further information to help the 
engineer to improve his model solving
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Concluding remarks (2/2)Concluding remarks (2/2)

Coupling problems imply to consider that
the system under study is no longer the structural one but the 
coupled system

global understanding
its stability conditions have to be re-assessed according to the 
related coupling phenomena.

very obvious for physicists but disturbing for civil engineers

IABSE Working Group 4 “Vibrations of structures”
intended to help engineers to move forward towards a better 
understanding of new dynamical problems they have to solve
interactions phenomena have an important place in the group 
studies.
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